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Washington has reopened the conflict with a Tomahawk missile attack on Syrian Air  Force
Bases. The Russian/Syrian air defense systems did not prevent the attack.

The Washington Establishment has reasserted control. First Flynn and now Bannon. All that
are left in the Trump administration are the Zionists and the crazed generals who want war
with Russia, China, Iran, Syria, and North Korea.  

There is no one in the White House to stop them.

Kiss goodbye to normalized relations with Russia.  

The Syrian conflict is set to be reopened. That is the point of the chemical attack blamed by
Washington on Syria despite the absence of any evidence. It is completely obvious that the
chemical attack is a Washington orchestrated event. According to reports US Secretary of
State Tillerson has warned Russia that steps are underway to remove Syrian president
Assad. Trump agrees.

The removal of Assad allows Washington to impose another Washington puppet on Muslim
peoples, to remove another Arab government with an independent policy from Washington,
to remove another government that is opposed to Israel’s theft of Palestine, and for Exxon’s
Tillerson and the neoconservative hegemonists to cut Russian natural  gas off from Europe
with a US controlled gas pipeline from Qater to Europe via Syria.  

By ignoring all of these US advantages, the Russian government dithered in completing the
liberation of Syria from Washington-backed ISIS. The Russians dithered, because they had
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totally unrealistic hopes of achieving a partnership with Washington via a joint effort against
terrorism.  

This was a ridiculous idea as terrorism is Washington’s weapon. If Washington can move
Russia out of the way with threats or more Russian misplaced hopes of “cooperation” with
Washington, terrorism will next be directed against Iran on a large scale.

When Iran falls, terrorism will start to work on the Russian Federation and on the Chinese
province that borders Kazakhstan. Washington has already given Russia a taste of US-
supported terrorism in  Chechnya. More is to come.

If the Russian government had not dithered in cleaning out ISIS from Syria when Russia
unexpectedly took the lead from the West, Syria would not face partition or renewed US
determination  to  overthrow  Assad  for  the  reasons  given  above.  But  the  Russians,
mesmerized  by  dreams  of  cooperating  with  Washington,  have  put  both  Syria  and
themselves in a difficult position. 

The Russians grabbed the initiative and surprised the world by accepting the Syrian
government’s  invitation  and  entering  the  conflict.  Washington  was  helpless.  The  Russian
intervention immediately turned the tide against ISIS. Then suddenly Putin announced a
Russian pullout, claiming like Bush on the aircraft carrier, “Mission Accomplished.”

But mission wasn’t accomplished, and Russia reentered, still with the initiative but set back
somewhat  from the  irrational  withdrawal.  If  memory  serves,  this  in  and  out  business
happened a couple of times. Then when Russia has the war against ISIS won, they hold back
on  the  finish  in  the  vain  belief  that  now  Washington  will  finally  cooperate  with  Russia  in
eliminating the last ISIS stronghold. Instead, the US sent in military forces to block the
Russian/Syrian advances. The Russian Foreign Minister complained, but Russia did not use
its superior power on the scene to move aside the token US forces and bring the conflict to
an end.

Now Washington gives “warnings”  to  Russia  not  to  get  in  Washington’s  way.  Will  the
Russian government ever learn that coopertion with Washington has only one meaning: sign
up as a vassal?

Russia’s only alternative now is to tell Washington to go to hell, that Russia will not permit
Washington to remove Assad. But the Russian Fifth Column, which is allied with the West,
will  insist  that Russia can finally gain Washington’s cooperation if  only Russia will  sacrifice
Assad. Of course, Russia’s acquiescence will destroy the image of Russian power, and it will
be used to deprive Russia of foreign exchange from natural gas sales to Europe.

Putin has said that Russia cannot trust Washington. This is a correct deduction from the
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facts, so why does Russia keep putting itself in a quandry by seeking cooperation with
Washington?

“Cooperation with Washington” has only one meaning. It means surrender to Washington.

Putin has only part-way cleaned up Russia. The country remains full of American agents. Will
Putin fall to the Washington Establishment just as Trump has?

It is extraordinary how little of the Russian media understand the peril that Russia is in.
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